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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a novel video retrieval system using Generalized Eigenvalue 
Decomposition (GED). The system contains two major subsystems: database creation and 
database searching. In both subsystems, we propose new methods for shot-feature extraction, 
feature dimension transformation and feature similarity measuring base on GED. 
Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our proposed system. 
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1. Introduction 

Today people have access to a tremendous amount of video information in the internet. 
With a large video data collection, it is infeasible for a human to classify or cluster the video 
scenes or to find either the appropriate video scene, or the desired portions of the video. 
Video retrieval is an essential technology to design video search engines with serve as an 
information filter and sifts out an initial set of relevant videos from database.  

A large number of approaches have been attempted for forming automatic content-based 
retrieval of video. After reviewing the literature of methods, we found that these approaches 
could be divided into two categories: video segmentation-based and motion-based features. 
Video segmentation is a fundamental step in analyzing video sequence content and in 
devising methods for efficient access, retrieval and browsing of large video databases. 
Generally speaking, there are two typical video segmentation methods, i.e. shot-based and 
object-based. To date many works focus on breaking video into shots, and then searching the 
video for appropriate shots. Object-based methods segments video into objects and use some 
of suitable object features for hierarchical indexing of video contents. Motion based 
approaches use the trajectories of objects to indexing and browsing video contents.  

In this paper, we will focus on shot-based video segmentation and video retrieval methods. 
In shot based video retrieval, finding the interested video scene requires an efficient video 
shot boundary detection algorithm. Shot is a sequence of frames captured by one camera in a 
single continuous action in time and space [1]. Shot boundary detection is an important task 
in managing video database for indexing, browsing and other content-based operations. Video 
shot boundaries need to be determined possibly automatically to allow content based video 
retrieval manipulation. Early many researches were mainly focused on extending efficient 
shot boundary detection algorithms [1]-[7]. 

Video has both spatial and temporal dimensions and hence a good video retrieval should 
capture the spatio-temporal contents of the scene. Therefore, when shot boundaries are 
detected, it is need to extract some spatio-temporal features from shots, which could be 
utilized to compare visual content of video shots for finding desired video scenes. A number 
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of algorithms for extraction of spatio-temporal features from shots have been reported in the 
literature [8]-[12]. Successful as they are, existing video retrieval methods are not without 
problems. For instance, some of these approaches have not appropriate method for extraction 
of spatio-temporal features from shots. Also, finding desired shots are computationally 
intensive and extremely sensitive to similarity measure and visual features. These problems 
have seriously hindered their practical utilities. In view of the aforementioned problems, in 
this paper, we set out to develop a visual content based video retrieval system based on GED 
with the following two objectives in mind.  

(1). The feature extraction is efficient and use generalized eigenvalue of feature-shot 
matrices to extract proper spatio-temporal features from shots. 

(2). the similarity measure and feature transformation approach is efficient. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description of the GED 

is presented. Section 3 presents our video retrieval system. Section 4 shows empirical 
evaluations of our solutions and implementations on video retrieval task. Section 5 sets out 
our conclusions and discusses some future directions to improve the performance of our 
current solution. 
 
2. Generalized Eigenvalue Decomposition (GED) 

In this section, our objective is to review the generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GED) 
which presented by authors in [13] for rectangular matrices. To commence, we must 
introduce some concepts.  

We know that the studying of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a square matrix represent 
valuable and useful information of it. Also, it is well-known that the eigenvalue and 
eigenvector of a matrix in the usual sense can only be defined for square matrices. In [13], the 
authors extended these concepts for rectangular matrices based on Radic’s determinant [14]. 
The determinant is a straightforward definition for computing the determinant of non-square 
matrices which is identical to conventional determinant when matrix is square. It is defined as 
follows: 

Definition 1 (Radic’s Determinant [14]). Let  be an  matrix with . 
Determinant of , is defined as: 

 

  (1) 

Where ,  and . If , then . 
This determinant is multilinear operator with respect to the rows vectors, and skew-

symmetric and has some important properties such as Laplace’s expansion with respect to 
rows [15]. In [13], it is used to define generalized eigenvalue and eigenvector for rectangular 
matrices.  

Definition 2 (generalized eigenvalue and eigenvector [13]). Let  and  are two 
rectangular matrices of order  and . The scaler  and the vector  
are called generalized eigenvalue and generalized eigenvector of  and  respectively, 
if and only if satisfying the following conditions: 

  and  . 
In [13], the authors have studied some theorems which discuss about the existence 

and method of calculation of the generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Also, they 
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have presented the Generalized Eigenvalue Decomposition (GED) for rectangular 
matrices based on these definitions. 

Theorem 1 Let  and  be any two  matrices with , and suppose that 
 be generalized eigenvalues and  be corresponding set of m 

linearly independent generalized eigenvectors. Then the matrix  can be decomposed as, 

 (2) 

Where  is an  column-orthogonal matrix, 
 is a diagonal matrix,  is the corresponding eigenvalue of  for 

 and   of order   orthogonal matrix is the right hand inverse of P. 
Also, if , then  satisfies: 

, 
Where   is the magnitude of , for . 

Proof. See [13]. 
The GED of a rectangular matrix is a factorization of the matrix into a product of four 

matrices. This theorem is true for any rectangular matrices  and  of same order. In our 
needs, we assume the matrix   as always equal to generalized identity matrix which defined 
as follow: 

  (3) 

In the following section, the intuitive characteristics of GED for shot boundary detection in 
a video sequence are studied. 
 
3. Video Retrieval Using GED 

In this section, we set out to develop a shot-based video retrieval system using generalized 
eigenvalue decomposition. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig.1. It 
contains the following main components: 1) video database creation; 2) video retrieval. 

The video database creation subsystem performs video analysis to efficiently index the 
video using proper spatio-temporal features. At first, raw video data is segmented into a 
sequence of video shots using an efficient shot boundary detection algorithm. To date many 
efficient algorithms have been proposed for shot boundary detection. Here, we used our 
recent shot boundary detection algorithm to segment video sets into shots [16]. Feature-shot 
matrices of shots are extracted to feed into the dimension transformation algorithm. The 
transformed matrices and their correspond shot numbers are inserted in the video database. 

The second subsystem performs search and retrieval of desired video scenes from video 
database. Spatio-temporal features of the shot of user interest are extracted to feed into 
dimension transformation algorithm. The transformed matrix is used in search algorithm to 
find desired scenes. The details of the other components of the proposed system are studied in 
the next sections. 
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Figure 1. The block diagram of the proposed video retrieval algorithm. 

3.1. Feature-Shot Matrix Extraction  

In order to extract spatio-temporal features of shots, from a wide range of image features, 
we preferred color histograms to represent each shot frame. Color histograms are very good 
features for signifying overall spatial features of each frame [17]. The combination of color 
histogram and GED capture the information of temporary color distribution for each shot. Let 

are sampling set of frames of an arbitrary video shot. To reduce the 
number of frames to be processed by the GED, we roughly sample the input video sequence 
with a fixed rate of five frames per second. Our experiments have shown that this sampling 
rate is sufficient for video programs without many dynamic motions, such as news, 
documentaries, talk shows, etc. For each frame  in the sampling set, we create an m-
dimensional feature vector . Using  as column vector , we obtain the feature shot matrix 

 for shot . Now, for computing of feature shot matrix  for shot , 
in our system implementation, we create three-dimensional histograms in the RGB color 
space with five bins for ,  and , respectively, resulting in a total of 15 bins. To 
incorporate spatial information of the color distribution, we divide each frame into  
blocks, and create 3D-histogram for each of the blocks. These four histograms are then 
concatenated together to form a 60 dimensional feature vector for the frame. Using the feature 
vector of frame  as the  column, we create the feature-shot matrix  for the video 
sequence. 
 
3.2. Dimension Transformation Using GED 

Obviously, the feature shot matrices of the various video shots will be have different 
number of columns. It is impossible to compare matrices of different dimension through the 
use of conventional distance metrics. Therefore, in this section we propose a straightforward 
technique to transform the feature shot matrices to the matrices of equal dimension by using 
GED decomposition. 
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Given an  feature shot matrix , where , From theorem 1 the GED of A could 
be represented as: 

4  

Hence, by using GED, we will be able to decompose the matrix A into the multiplication 
of matrix  of order  and matrix  of order . This valuable property of GED 
could be used to transform matrices of different dimensions to the matrices of same 
dimensions. 

Suppose that  are feature shot matrices of k video shots of order 
 , …,  , respectively. Then, according to Eq.(4), these matrices could 

be decomposed as: 

 

5  

Where, all matrices  are of order . So, these decompositions 
could be assumed as a mapping of matrices  of order  to matrices   of 
order , with  and their inverses are the matrices  
respectively. Consequently, by using the Eq.(4), we could transform the feature shot matrices 
of different dimensions to the matrices of same dimensions. This approach will be used in 
creating of video databases, indexing of video shots and comparing the similarity of video 
shots. 

 
3.3. Video Retrieval Algorithm  

As demonstrated in Fig. (1), the video retrieval system is composed of database creation 
and retrieval subsystems. 

I. Database creation, which builds a video database from scratch with the following steps: 
(a) Collect the video sequences to be indexed by the database. (b) Segment each sequence 
into individual shots and record the boundary of each shot in the database. (c) Create the 
feature shot matrix for each shot as explained in section (3.1). (d) Compute the GED 
decomposition of the feature shot matrices and compute the matrices  and  for each feature 
shot matrix according to the Eq.(4). Store the matrices  and  of each shot into database and 
use the matrix  as the feature matrix of the shot. 

II. Database searching, which find the user interested video shots from the video database 
by using an appropriate similarity metric. At first, compute the matrices  and  of each shot 
of input video sequence similar to the database creation subsystem. The similarity metric is 
defined using the generalized eigenvalues of feature shot matrices. Let  be the feature 
matrix of shot   which computed according to the Eq.(4), We have:  

  

So, we obtain, 

  (6) 

Now, we define the following matrix norm for : 
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  (7) 

Where the notation  , shows the Frobenius vector norm. 
Now, suppose that V (i) and V (j) be the feature matrices of input shot and an arbitrary 

original video shots (in database), respectively. From Eq. (6) we have: 

  

  
By using Eq. (7), we compute the norms of these matrices. Now, we define the following 

distance metric: 

  (8) 

The result of comparison by using this distance is a value between zero and one. For two 
very similar shots, the distance value will be closed to one and for two shots with different 
visual contents the distance will be closed to zero. 

 
4. Experimental Results 

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed shot boundary detection algorithm, 
some of experiments are presented in the following.  

The video types and the number of frames for each video are summarized in Table 1. 
Among the videos, the News is from MPEG-7 test set [34], the Cartoon is from an episode of 
“Tom and Jerry,” the Movie is from the feature film “You’ve Got Mail,” and the rest are from 
broadcast TV programs including sports and documentaries. 

Table 1. The video Types that have been used in the experiments. 

 
Video Type Number of Frames 

News 95743 
Cartoon 74384 
Movie 85958 
Sport 109381 

Documentary 57491 
 

The video retrieval algorithm support user interactive video search. In this search the user 
must present a sample shot of the desired video scene. The algorithm matches the sample shot 
with all the shots stored in database by using Eq.(8) and retrieves 8 shots whose similar to 
input shots. 

The video retrieval system is evaluated using two common measures, recall and precision, 
which are defined as follows: 
 The Recall measure, also known as the true positive function or sensitivity, which 

corresponds to the ratio of correct experimental detections over the number of all true 
detections. It measures the ability of a system to present all relevant items: 
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(9) 

 The Precision measure defined as the ratio of correct experimental detections over the 
number of all experimental detections. It measures the ability of a system to present only 
relevant items. 

, 
(10) 

The values of recall and precision is in the range of [0 1]. A high recall indicates the 
capability of retrieving correct shots, while a high precision indicates capability of avoiding 
false matches.  

In order to verify the best value for    in Eq. (8), we computed the precision and recall for 
different values of   . Fig. (2) shows the evaluation result with the value of  as a parameter. 
It can be seen from the figure that when  equal 36, both recall and precision reach their 
maximum. 

 

Figure 2. Average Precision and Recall with the value of  as a parameter 

Therefore, base on above experiments, we set the value of  to 36. Table 2 shows 
experimental results using the test video set. By exploring the results, we achieved that many 
of false detection is due to a lot of .ash effects in a shots and high speed object motions. But, 
it does not influence on the efficiency of our system, because there is not more flash effects 
and high speed motions in the video sets that captured from the real world. 

 
Table 2. Experimental results for video retrieval using proposed system 

 

Video Type Precision Recall 

News 92.5 95.6 
Cartoon 91.4 95.2
Movie 89.0 94.5 
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Sport 90.5 93.3 
Documentary 93.3 96.6 
Average 91.3 95.0 

 
Also, for comparison, we implemented the same video retrieval system using raw feature-

shot matrices without dimension and feature space transformation phase. We employed 
Frobenius norm of feature-shot matrices in Eq. (8) to compute similarity of two different 
shots of video. Table 3 shows experimental results using the test video set for this case. 

 
Table 3. Experimental results using raw feature-shot matrices without using 

feature transformation and proposed distance metric 
 

Video Type Precision Recall 

News 75.9 80.5 
Cartoon 64.5 73.6 
Movie 62.8 71.0 
Sport 71.5 78.4 
Documentary 65.3 70.5 
Average 68.0 74.8 

 
It is clear that the video retrieval system has obtained reasonable performance. 
 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel video retrieval algorithm is developed based on the Generalized 
Eigenvalue Decomposition (GED).  We propose a system that is able to retrieve video shots 
according to their amounts of visual similarities, color distribution uniformities, and visual 
changes. The experimental results confirm its high efficiency. Also, more work for video 
indexing, summarization, classification and data dimension reduction based on generalized 
eigenvalue decomposition will be reported along this line in the near future. 
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